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Abstract—Understanding user query intent is a crucial task to
Question-Answering area. With the development of online health
services, online health communities generate huge amount of
valuable medical Question-Answering data, where user intention
can be mined. However, the queries posted by common users have
many domain concepts and colloquial expressions, which make
the understanding of user intents very difficult. In this paper, we
try to find and predict user intent from the realistic medical text
queries. A CNN-LSTM attention model is proposed to predict
user intents, and an unsupervised clustering method is applied
to mine user intent taxonomy. The CNN-LSTM attention model
has a CNN encoders and a Bi-LSTM attention encoder. The two
encoder can capture both of global semantic expression and local
phrase-level information from an original medical text query,
which helps the intent prediction. We also utilize extra knowledge
like part-of-speech tags and named entity tags to enrich feature
information. Based on the experiments on a health community
query intent(HCQI) dataset, we compare our model with baseline
models and experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of
our model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional medical area is being effected by information

technology which provides more low-cost and preferable med-

ical services. In recent years, online health communities are

very popular and are in a rapid development. The online

health communities provide users with a convenient way

to seek medical information support, where users can post

queries describing their health situation and need. Most health

communities enable interactions between users and clinicians

while newly generated queries are recommended to suitable

clinicians in real time to speed up the response procedure.

Consequently, large amount of Question-Answer records are

generated and contains inestimable medical knowledge.This

QA data can benefit many medical related tasks, such as

knowledge extraction [1], Question-Answering system [2] and

disease inference [3].

In this paper, we try to find and predict user query in-

tent in online health communities for better understanding

requirement of the users. This is a fundamental research and

may benefit many relevant medical NLP task like medical

dialogue, query analysis, question similarity. Firstly, we try to

mine potential user intents and build a user intent taxonomy

from the original QA data. Then, we attempt to predict the

existing user’s intents from a realistic medical text query. It is

a challenge to complete this two work in a medical domain:

For intent taxonomy mining:

• Medical text query is complex and have rich information.

Most of the users would describe their problem and

situation as detailed as possible. Their queries have a lot

of information and even are hard to be read artificially.

• An intent taxonomy should cover most of typical users

intent. If a intent taxonomy can’t cover most of the user

intents, is is useless in practical application.

• Each intent type in the taxonomy should be reasonable

and fit the domain. Each intent type in the taxonomy

should not be too general or too specific. The user intent

in online health communities could be different from

the traditional medical question intent, which causes it’s

inappropriate to use the question taxonomy proposed by

the medical experts.

For intent prediction:

• The questions with the same intent have diverse expres-

sions. For example, two questions�What is the best way
to treat rhinitis?� and �How to get rid of rhinitis?�
ask the treatment of rhinitis but have different words

completely and grammatical representations.

• The medical query containing many complex medical

concepts. Some prolix text about symptoms description,

treatment history, medicine history are common in the

queries. Capturing real intent in this such query would

be more difficult.

• The queries could be posted by common users with less

medical knowledge. Unlike the answers by clinicians

always has frequent and accurate expressions, this query

could exist many mistakes and colloquial expression.
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Fig. 1. Work Progress. 1) The concepts in medical domain is mined by a
unsupervised clustering method. 2)The health community query intent(HCQI)
dataset is labeled manually based on the domain concepts, and the queries are
from the realistic QA corpus with randomly selection. 3)The intent taxonomy
is constructed by a statistic for HCQI dataset. 4)All the data are used for
constructing and training a user intent prediction model.

This paper propose a work progress to mine a user query

intent taxonomy and predict user query intent, which is shown

in Fig. 1. The medical Question-Answer corpus crawled from

the online health communities and the domain knowledge are

utilized to mine domain concepts and some potential user

intents. Then we randomly select some queries from the QA

corpus and label a user intent dataset. After summarization for

the labeled dataset, 29 user intents are selected to construct a

complete intent taxonomy. Finally, all the data (QA corpus,

domain knowledge, labeled user intent dataset) are used to

build an CNN-LSTM attention model for intent prediction.

We complete all the intent understanding work step from

building the medical intent taxonomy to training a neural

network prediction model. Overall, this paper makes the

following contributions:

• An unsupervised query clustering method is used to mine

domain concepts and potential user query intents in a

limited domain.

• A user intent taxonomy is constructed for intent predic-

tion and a health community query intent(HCQI) dataset

is labeled for training and validation a intent prediction

model.

• A CNN-LSTM attention model is proposed for predicting

user intent in original medical text query. Compared with

other typical model to predict user intent, this model can

understand the point for user intent in a query and have

better performance in the user query intent prediction

experiment.

II. RELATED WORK

Mining medical question taxonomy is meaningful in medi-

cal informatics domain. [4] used 1101 questions from family

doctors to create a hierarchical medical question taxonomy.

[5] proposed a question taxonomy for pregnant woman, and

also indicated that the question taxonomy in [4] is complex

and contains potentially overlapping categories. For a fixed

question taxonomy, it is hard to fit all kinds application

scenarios.

To predict user intent from online health communities, [6]

summarized 5 categories of user intent from the online health

community. [7] proposed a user intent taxonomy which has

23 kinds of user intents and trained a neural network based

neural network heterogeneous intent model. To build a suitable

intent taxonomy, it’s better to generate a new intent taxonomy

instead of using a fix and universal taxonomy.

Intent understanding is also a popular research area for

natural language processing in recent years. [8] utilized CNN

for text classification and get excellent result compared with

traditional method. [9] utilized the RNN to train utterance clas-

sifier model and got the superior performance. [10] compared

the RNN and LSTM in utterance classification task and find

the length of utterance would influence the performance, and

LSTM is better at handle the long sentence. While the tra-

ditional RNN only considers unilateral relations, bidirectional

RNN structure [11] can solve the bilateral relationship of given

point. [12] used a bidirectional LSTM and conditional random

field algorithm for named entity recognition.

The attention mechanism was first applied to the NLP field

in machine translation task [13]. The encoder-decoder frame-

work used the attention mechanism to associate the expression

of each word in the source language with the word that is

predicting. [14]proposed a hierarchical attention networks for

document classification and the attention mechanism was used

to assign different weights to different words and different

sentences. The attention mechanism can also help the NLP

tasks including answering selection, sentence understanding.

III. MINING USER INTENT TAXONOMY

To mine a user intent taxonomy from the online health

communities with the realistic QA corpus, we proposed an

unsupervised clustering method. Because of the difficulty

of extracting intent information from the long and complex

medical query, we cluster the short sentences segmented by

the completed text queries. After the density-based clustering,

each of the generated clusters has short sentences with similar

meaning. With an innovative intent definition, we summarize

existing medical concepts and potential user intents (concept

pairs) with the generated clusters. After a practical labeling

for a user intent dataset, we select appropriate user intents to

build our final user intent taxonomy.

A. Intention Definition

We refer the definition of user intent in [6]. In medical do-

main, there are 5 main concepts: disease, symptom, medicine,

surgery, and examination. For user intent in online health

community, we can also enumerate some common query

concepts, including reason, treatment, instruction, recover etc.

The concepts are the basic elements to construct user intent.

For a complete medical query, we can get two kinds of

information: declared information and expected informa-
tion. For example, the query,�What determines when type
1 diabetes develops?�, have a declared information (type 1

diabetes) and an expected action (query for the reason). Thus

we transform the detail information to certain concept pair

< disease, reason >. The concept pair is used for represent-

ing for a user intent in a query. We assume D and E are the
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TABLE I
CATEGORIES OF NAMED ENTITY (THE CATEGORY FOLLOWED * WOULD

BE RECOGNIZED BY DICTIONARIES)

Pattern Word Example Pattern Word Example

[n disease] heart disease [n location]* Beijing

[n medicine] aspirin [n food]* banana

[n surgery] Appendectomy [n appellation]* father

[n body] head [n jobTitle]* Director

[n examination] urine test [n hospital]* Union Hospital

[n symptom] headache; fever [n department]* Ophthalmology

declared concept set and the expected concept set, d and e are

the concept of declared and expected information, respectively,

a user intent in query is t =< d, e > d ∈ D, e ∈ E. For one

text query q, there could be one or more intents. It can be

represented as I(q) = {ti|ti ∈ T}, where T = [t1, t2, ,, tn] is

a intent taxonomy constructed by n intents.

B. Short Sentences Clustering

To extract the concepts from original text queries, we try

to cluster the queries and gather the queries with similar

meanings. In detail, firstly, the particular entity words and

some special words would be transferred to the pattern words

to reduce the diversity. Then each complete text query would

be segmented to short sentences and each sentence would be

transformed into the feature including semantic vectors, word

importance in the medical domain and the POS tags. Finally,

we utilize the DBSCAN to cluster the short sentences and

filter the noise sentences.

1) Sentence Pattern Transferring: We transfer certain entity

words to the corresponding pattern word, which can represent

a category of entity. The entity categories are shown in Table.

I. Moreover, we also replace the common interrogatives and

some particular verb to the pattern words.

2) Word Weight: The word frequency gap between two

corpus can be used for calculating the word weight. Assume

there are a corpus A (such as the general news corpus) and a

sub corpus A′ (such as the medical news corpus). If the word

frequency in the sub-domain corpus A′ is higher than the word

frequency in corpus A, the word should be more important in

the sub domain. Instead, the word should be less important.

For example, the common stop words like �the� and �a�
would have similar word frequency in the two corpus. But for

some domain-specific words like �treatment�, �hospital�
and �medicine�, their frequency in medical domain corpus

could be dozens of times in general corpus.

We define corpus A, sub-domain corpus A′ and word space

W . WA and WA′ are the word spaces for A and A′, where

WA ⊂ W , WA′ ⊂ W . PA(w) and PA′(w) are the word

frequency in corpus A and A′.
The weight of word w in sub-domain corpus A′ is defined

as:

H(w,A,A′) =
PA′(w)− PA(w)

PA′(w)
PA(w) , w ∈WA

H(w,A,A′) =
PA′(w)−minPA

PA′(w)
minPA , w /∈WA

We collected a general domain corpus and a medical domain

corpus as A and A′ to calculate word frequency. The weight

Hm(w) of word w in medical domain is:

Hm(w) = H(w,A,A′)

3) Short Sentence Representation: We used a hybrid

knowledge representation method to extract features from the

short sentences. The Word2Vec [15] can extract deep semantic

features for words from large-scale unannotated corpus and

represent the word in a dense vector in a semantics space.

For a short sentence, we select the 4 kinds of words (noun,
verb, adjective and interrogative) according to the POS tag

to represent the difficult components for a sentence. For

example, we can select all the nouns in a sentence to represent

the topic and select all the interrogative to represent the query

type. The 4 vectors are calculated with the word2vec vector

and the word weight proposed above. The weighted average

of 4 component vectors would be the feature vector for the

sentence.

We define POS Tag category space P = {p1, p2, ...pm}. For

the word w, POS(w) ∈ P is its POS tag and V ec(w) ∈ R
d

is a word vector to represent its semantics where d is the

dimension of word vector. The sentence s with k words have

the word sequence L(s) = [w1, w2, ...wk], w ∈ W . We select

the words with difficult POS Tags to build corresponding part-

of-speech vector. Assume we select a POS tag set Pt ∈ P , the

corresponding vector is:

T (s, Pt) =
l∑

i=1

Hm(wi)∑l
j=1 Hm(wj)

V ec(wi)

wi, wj ∈ {POS(e) ∈ Pt|e ∈ L(s)}
We utilize the word weight calculated by the word frequency

diversity of two corpus to enhance the influence of important

words in medical domain. We select four kinds of part-of-

speech as noun, verb, adjective and interrogative to build

the vectors, whose POS tags are Pnorn, Pverb, Padj and

Pinter. These four categories of words are used to determine

the essential meaning of a sentence. Afterward, we sum the

four vectors with parameter kt to weight influence of each

composition to the final feature representation of the sentence.

We add the constraint for kt to adjust the contribution of the

POS vectors.

F (s) = ktT (s, Pt) t ∈ {norn, verb, adj, inter},
∑

kt = 1

4) DBSCAN Clustering: DBSCAN [16] is a density-based

unsupervised clustering algorithm with efficient anti-noise

capability. We utilize DBSCAN to cluster the short query

sentences with the feature have proposed above. Though the

clustering, the diverse sentence have less similar sentence

would be filtered. Thus each cluster has the short sentences

with similar semantics and expression. For the clustering
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result partly shown in Table. II, we obtain some conformal

expressions containing the collective user intents.

Hospital

Definition
Diagnosis

Syndrome

Health Care

Recover

Diet

Cause

SymptomTreatment

Medicine

Examination

medicine surgery

Side Effect

Instruction

Sequela Recover

Fee

Department

Examine

symptom

disease

Fig. 2. Dynamical User Intent Taxonomy. The word with a rounded rectangle
is the concept of declared information and the word without rectangle is
the concept of expected information. The filled circle in graph is the relay
node, which can connect other nodes. In the graph, any complete directed
path connects the two kinds of concepts is a user intent.

C. Intent Taxonomy

The clustering result is utilized to mine the information

concepts and build an intent taxonomy. Firstly, a group of

similar sentence pattern in a cluster can be used to summarize

a information concepts. For example, for a short sentence pat-

tern,�what is the reason� (������� in Chinese), we

can know the expected information is the cause of something.

Thus we use the word�cause� to represent this category of

expected information. For some complement sentence patterns

like�how to treat the [n-disease]� (����� [n-disease]�
in Chinese), we can use the �disease� and �treatment�
stand for the concepts of declared information and expected

information. The concepts and the intents composed by a

concept pair can build the primary intent taxonomy. Secondly,

we randomly select the queries from the corpus which we

used for clustering. As the same time, we label intents with

the information concepts and construct the primary intent

taxonomy. The new concepts pair could be concluded when

we label the queries data, which create the new intent label and

can construct a complete intent taxonomy. Finally, we build

an intent taxonomy with a specific corpus by our method. All

the concepts are placed on the graph. All the concept pair of

an intent are connected with directed arrow, which is shown

in Fig. 2.

IV. CNN-LSTM ATTENTION MODEL

We propose a CNN-LSTM attention model to predict the

user intent from queries in online health communities and the

model structure is shown in Fig. 3. The model transform the

input query to a feature matrix firstly, and utilize a CNN

encoder and Bi-LSTM Attention Encoder to represent the

CNN Layer

Bi-LSTM
Encoder

Fully
Connected

Layer

Max-Pooling
Layer

Max PoolingMax-Pooling

Fig. 3. CNN-LSTM Attention Model. This model use different size of filters
extract the feature maps from sentence. Then a Max-Pooling layer and a Bi-
LSTM attention encoder are connected in parallel. The features from two
layers are concatenated and the fully connected layers are applied to reduce
the feature dimension. The shadow blocks in input feature matrix are the
padding for keeping the feature maps have the same length with input matrix.

query. Finally, the two feature vectors are concatenated for

predicting the user intent.

A. Input Feature Matrix

We transfer the question text to the feature matrix as the

input for our joint model. The query text would be segmented

to words and each word could get one semantic vector with

the Word2Vec [15] model and two binary vectors with POS

and NER tags. Therefore the three kinds of feature can be

used to present the word vector and all the word vectors can

construct the input feature matrix.

A medical QA corpus is used for training the Word2Vec

model. We also use tokenizer [17] for the word segmentation

and POS tagging and the model [18] trained by our NER

corpus for NER tagging. Besides, the existing entity lexicon is

also used to tag the entities like the word of location and food.

Because the Chinese interrogatives with same meaning could

have lots of different forms, we also recognize the common

interrogative tags in Chinese as the special POS tags. All the

NER categories tag are shown in Table. I.
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B. CNN encoder

1) CNN layer: We implement a convolution layer with one

dimensional convolution operation [8]. Filter with a certain

length l would slide over the sequence and extract the phrasal

level feature. Each filter would generate one feature sequence

as feature map, and the feature in the feature map is corre-

sponding for the slide window.

We use 3 group of filters with the length from are 2 to 4. The

number of each group has 200 filters. We utilize the multiple

filters to extract more feature maps, and different length of

filters can extract different phrase-level representation. Finally,

we concatenate all the feature maps and structure a CNN

feature matrix. Relu is applied as activation function.

2) Max-Pooling layer: We apply a max-over-time pooling

operation [19] with the feature maps built by the CNN filters.

For a feature map c = [c1, c2, ,, cn] c ∈ R, ĉ = max{ci} is

the maximum feature, which is selected to represent intensity

of this particular filter in a query. This operation try to

capture the most important feature from a feature map with

the highest value. Finally, each filter would be represented as

a feature and the feature dimension would also be reduced.

C. Bi-LSTM Attention Encoder

1) LSTM: Long short-term memory (LSTM) [20] is a

recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture. The excellent

memory of LSTM can also handle the long-term dependencies

of concepts in the sentence. LSTM can extract the interac-

tion information of crucial concepts in the sentence and the

overall emotional expression. We use the ordered phrase-level

information as the input for LSTM to extract the interaction

of concept and semantic representation in the question text,

which is the crucial method to understanding the intent in the

question sentence and representing the corresponding feature.

A LSTM model process a vector sequence input X =
[x1, x2, ..., xn] from begin to end and calculates a hidden state

for each time step as:

hi = LSTM(hi−1, xi)

2) Bidirectional LSTM: One shortcoming of conventional

RNNs is that they are only able to make use of previous

context. Bidirectional LSTM(Bi-LSTM) [11] have one LSTM

layer in each direction (forward and backward), and then

concatenate the output at each time step to represent that

sentence position. This wrapping for RNNs model can capture

both previous and posterior content for corresponding position.

A Bi-LSTM model have two LSTMs (
−−−−→
LSTM ,

←−−−−
LSTM ) read-

ing same input sequence with different direction. We con-

catenate the two hidden state [
−→
hi ,
←−
hi ] as the final hidden state

output hi of input xi.

−→
hi =

−−−−→
LSTM(hi−1, xi) ;

←−
hi =

←−−−−
LSTM(hi+1, xi)

hi = [
−→
hi ;
←−
hi ]

3) Attention Mechanism: [21] proposed utilize a attention

mechanism for a translation task. In a medical query, each

word may contribute unequally to the representation of the

user intent. Question sentence may be more important than

other description sentence, and some key entities words can

decide the type of user intent. Therefore, we utilize attention

mechanism to extract such words that are important to the

intent of the query and aggregate the representation of those

informative words to form a feature vector.

The CNN and Bi-LSTM layer map the input query q to a

sequence of hidden state H = [h1, h2, ..., hn]. The output

dimension of single LSTM is 300. BiLSTM concatenated the

outputs of two LSTM model and the dimension of output

hidden state is 600. To encode all the hidden states H , we

define:

ei = b� tanh(Whi)

αi =
exp ei∑n
j exp(ej)

v =
n∑
i

αihi

where v is encode state calculated by the weighted sum of H ,

and αi is the weight of hi. Parameters W ∈ R
d×d,b ∈ R

d are

used for transforming hi to a scalar. In this way, the query

could be encoded into a vector v, and each attention scalar

αi can demonstrate the attention degree for the i-th word in

query q.

D. Joint Layer

The Bi-LSTM attention encoder can capture the main

semantic information and the question type information for

representing the question intent. The CNN encoder can capture

the word level information, including the word concept and

named entity type. Therefore, we concatenate both of the

feature vectors to represent the ultimate feature of a query. Two

fully connected layers with sigmoid and softmax activation

function are applied to reduce the dimension. The last layer

have the same dimension with the size of intent category. Thus

the model output is the probability distribution of each intent

category.

E. CNN-LSTM Attention Model Structure

The CNN-LSTM attention model is shown in Fig. 3. In

our model, a text query would be transform to a input

matrix firstly with the method in Sec. IV-A, which can be

processed by neural network. We apply a CNN Encoder to

extract feature from the input matrix firstly. Each filter of

CNN convolute a feature map from the input matrix and each

feature in the feature map have particular information related

to corresponding convolutional area. For each feature map

from different filter, we select the most influential feature to

represent it with Max-Pooling layer, and get the first feature

vector. For all feature maps, the features with same index

in each feature map are be concatenate, which construct a

vector sequence with the same length of query. A Bi-LSTM
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Attention encoder is used to encode this vector sequence, and

build the second feature vector. The attention encode layer

can distinguish the crucial features from hidden state output

of a Bi-LSTM layer. Finally, the two feature are concatenated

and fed into a multi-layer perceptron. The last layer in the

MLP have same dimension with our existing number of user

intent. And the output after the softmax activation function

can predict the probability distribution of user intent.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Data and Preprocessing

1) Medical QA Corpus: xywy.com is one of the most

popular online medical health community in China, where a

large number of user post their health questions and the clini-

cian provide professional diagnosis and advice. We crawled

question-answers data from the website and got about 20
million valid QA pairs.

2) Medical Domain Knowledge: There are 272,816 words

in total of 12 classes of named entity shown in Table.

I, like disease (8,356), medicine (60,647), surgery(11,252),

symptom(14,508), department(200). In addition, we collected

named entities and frequently-used nouns from public lexicon

and various professional medical websites.

3) Word2Vec: We use the Word2Vec [15] to train the word

vectors with all the question and answer text from the data we

have crawled. (4.34 GB). We train the word2vec model with

the Skip-gram architecture and setting the windows size as 7.

The dimension of word vector is 100.

B. Short Sentence Cluster

We used 132,298 complement text queries for the sentence

segmentation and clustering. The result have 744 clusters

and 35,979 short sentences. Each cluster have more than 5

short sentences. This representative pattern of each cluster can

display the main semantics in this cluster. We can find more

the information concept category with this intuitionistic cluster

result. The clustering result partly shown in Table. II, which

include the domain concepts and the potential user intents we

summarized.

C. HCQI Dataset and Intent Taxonomy

We randomly selected the data in 2015 and choice the

queries have the length range from 6 to 150. After manual

annotation by three annotators with the medical information

concepts which partly shown in Table. II, we build the health

community query intention (HCQI) dataset. which have valid

11,964 queries with 15000 labels. As some categories of intent

have less labels, we assign the intent category which have less

than 100 labels into a similar or high-level category. Finally,

29 intent categories in Table. III are selected to represent

the intent categories in our corpus. The dataset is split in

training(60%), validation(20%) and testing(20%).

TABLE III
THE STATISTIC FOR 11964 INTENT LABELS OF TEXT QUERIES.

Intent Label Count Intent Label Count

<disease,medicine> 823 <symptom,medicine> 410

<disease,treatment> 663 <symptom, examination> 367

<disease,hospital> 542 <symptom,recover> 295

<disease,symptom> 540 <symptom,department> 248

<disease,cause> 485 <symptom,diet> 212

<disease,diet> 479 <symptom,hospital> 192

<disease,surgery> 439 <symptom,syndrome> 138

<disease,recover> 218 <symptom,care> 135

<disease, care> 189 <examination,treatment> 534

<disease,syndrome> 153 <examination,instruction> 168

<disease,diagnosis> 129 <examination,diagnosis> 533

<disease,definition> 100 <examination,treatment> 147

<symptom,cause> 1782 <medicine,instruction> 357

<symptom,treatment> 1118 <medicine,side effect> 201

<symptom,diagnosis> 631

D. CNN-LSTM attention model evaluation

1) Baseline Models:
- Classic Classification Models: We extract the n-gram

features of segmented text queries and use classic classifi-

cation models like Logistic Regression (LR) and Support

Vector Machine (SVM) for our baseline.

- CNN Models: [22] proposed a widely used CNN model

for text classification: CNN-static, CNN-non-static, CNN-

rand.

- Bi-LSTMs model: We also use the stacked Bi-LSTM

layers for our baseline models. The output of the last time

step in the last Bi-LSTM layer would be concatenated

and fed to the 2 fully connection layers, which is utilized

to reduce the features dimension. The softmax activation

function would be applied to the last layer. 1Bi-LSTM,

2Bi-LSTM and 3Bi-LSTM are this LSTM model with

1-3 stacked Bi-LSTM layers.

- LSTM model: We apply a attention layer in Sec. IV-C3

after the last Bi-LSTM layer in the Bi-LSTMs model.

And the models with 1-3 stacked Bi-LSTM layers are

named as 1Bi-LSTM-AT,2Bi-LSTM-AT and 3Bi-LSTM-

AT.

To be fair, we use the input feature matrix in Sec. IV-A as the

input for the CNN and LSTM models. All the neural network

based model shared the same input.

2) Evaluation Metrics: We apply the ranking based eval-

uation metric to our result. The Average Precision(AP) and

Ranking Loss(RL) are two commonly used metrics for multi-

labeled task by the ranking of labels. [23]. We also proposed

two metrics, Top k Precision and Recall, to evaluate the top k

result in our prediction result.

Assume a dataset G = [g1, g1, ...gn] with n labeled data.

For a data g, we define L(g) is the true label set, L′(g, k)
is the top K predicted label set. We define the function

P (Gi, k) =

{
0, L(g) ∩ L′(g, k) = ∅
1, L(g) ∩ L′(g, k) �= ∅ to show if the top k
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TABLE II
TYPICAL SENTENCE AND SUMMARIZED CONCEPT PAIR FROM THE CLUSTERING RESULT. d AND e ARE THE DECLARED CONCEPT AND EXPECTED

CONCEPT

Cnt Typical Sentence (English) Typical Sentence (Chinese) Concept Pair(<d,e>)

1811 how to treat ���� <*,treatment>

1170 can I find you for treatment ������ <*,in treatment>

408 what should be noted ������ <*,care>

398 what medicine to eat ���� <*,medicine>

394 what medicine should I use ���� <*,instruction>

388 feel [n symptom] recently ��[n-symptom] <symptom,*>

286 what kinds of tests do I need ������� <*,examination>

267 how to use the medicine ���� <medicine, instrution>

227 what is this disease ���� <*,disease>

174 what about the cost ������� <*,fee>

144 minor side effect ���� <*,side effect>

122 how to treat [n disease] ���� [n disease] <disease, treatment>

64 is there any danger ���� <*,risk>

62 want to know what the disease is ������� <*,cause>

59 which department should I register with ���� <*,department>

57 whether surgery is needed ����� <*,surgery>

labels can hit any true label. We also define the function

P (g, k) =

{
0, L(g) ⊆ L′(g, k)
1, L(g) �⊆ L′(g, k)

to show if the top k labels

can cover all the true labels. Thus we define the precision

and recall for top k predicted labels as: Precision(G, k) =
1
n

∑n
i=1 P (Gi, k) and Recall(G, k) = 1

n

∑n
i=1 R(Gi, k).

3) Evaluation Result: As shown in Fig. 4, the four groups

of baseline models are used to compare with our CNN-

LSTM attention model. In this experiment, most of the neural

network based models have better capability to predict user

query intent than classic classification model, and our CNN-

LSTM attention model got the best performance. The SVM

models with n-gram feature obtained low performance than

LR models. Furthermore, the LR model with bi-gram feature

got the excellent result closing to the result of 2Bi-LSTM

and CNN-Dynamic, which are the best performance in Bi-

LSTM and CNN models. It indicates that the traditional text

classification models can also handle the task because user

intent have strong relation to some key words. However, after

the attention mechanism was applied to the Bi-LSTMs models,

the Bi-LSTM attention models got the best performance in

the all of the basic model groups. It proves that the attention

mechanism can really help the user intent understanding and

concentrate on encoder the task relevant information dynam-

ically. Our CNN-LSTM attention model, which contains a

CNN encoder and a Bi-LSTM attention encoder, can extract

the comprehensive information to improve our prediction,

including both the phrase-level information for the key works

and the overall information for semantic representation. Our

model get the best performance in all the models result. Its top-

1 precision and recall have 1.6 and 2.0 promotion compared

with the result of Bi-LSTM with attention mechanism(Bi-

LSTM-AT).

E. Case Study

The CNN-LSTM attention model is used to predict unla-

beled queries from online health communities. Some typical

queries and predicting result are demonstrated in this sector to

verify if the model could understanding the realistic medical

queries.

�I have the diabetes, could I use the dimethylbiguanide��
/ ��������������

<disease,medicine> 0.856 <disease,diet> 0.143
<disease,treatment> 0.001 <symptom,diet> 0.000

This short query described the user have diabetes, which is

a common diseases. And what the user expected information

is to judge if he/she can take the dimethylbiguanide(a kind of

antidiabetes drug). Our model can predict the correct intent

even the query contains some professional entity names.

F. Discussion

Our CNN-LSTM attention model extracts knowledge from

text and makes use of professional knowledge for intent

mining task, which gets high accurate prediction result on the

raw text queries. Our model could distinguish the different of

concepts for entities in sentences which are important for the

prediction. Moreover, both the local phrase information and

the interaction of concepts in the sentences can be detected

by our model, which can be used to predict the intent in the

queries.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a novel query intent prediction model

by using CNN-LSTM attention for user intent understanding.

It contains the steps including mining the user intent tax-

onomy and labeling the dataset for training and validating

the prediction model. In the experiment, we found the neural
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Fig. 4. Top-k Precision and Recall for user query intent prediction

network have great performance in our intent mining task. The

CNN encoder effectively extracted local word combination

features and the Bi-LSTM encoder used the orderly features to

extract global intent features. Our CNN-LSTM attention model

extracted knowledge from text and made use of professional

knowledge to intent mining task, which got high accurate

predict result for the original text queries.
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